
Steel mill bar workshop introduces bar automatic 

welding sign robot 
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Description: "Before welding signs, the temperature was high, the dust was high, 

the labor intensity was high, and there was a risk of burns. Now, with the 

automatic welding sign robot for bars, everything is solved. 

 

 

 

"Before welding signs, the temperature was high, the dust was high, the labor intensity was 

high, and there was a risk of burns. Now, with the automatic welding sign robot for bars, 

everything is solved. At the same time, optimize human resources, reduce labor intensity, 

and save about 800,000 yuan per year. 

 

⚫  The main body of the robot is composed of a signboard printer, a nail feeding device, 

an image recognition positioning device and an electrical control cabinet. 

 

⚫  The automatic sign welding robot has coherent actions and excellent performance: 

the bar product enters the automatic welding sign area, the system sends out a 

"conveyor line chain signal", the sign printing system prints the sign and arranges the 

positioning according to the corresponding data, and the robot picks up the welding 

studs and completes the card taking. , A series of actions to clamp the card, convert 

the coordinates according to the most suitable welding position identified by the 

system, and complete the welding of the sign according to the "welding instruction". 



 

 

The intelligent equipment has become a good assistant for the bar operation department 

of the long product factory to improve the work quality and efficiency. The automatic sign 

welding robot can complete multiple processes such as sign printing, welding, and hanging, 

realize the communication and networking with the on-site information system, and the 

positioning count reaches the steel bundle. Intelligent re-inspection of counts, reduction of 

multi-process operation time and automatic control functions. At the same time, optimize 

human resources, reduce labor intensity, and save about 800,000 yuan per year. 

 

https://lmmsmartsteel.com/ 

http://www.lmmgroupcn.com 
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